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Introduction

Building on the work of [20] and [6], Savage showed that any agent with a preference ordering
satisfying certain intuitive axioms can be represented as an expected utility maximizer [21].
The idea behind Savage’s result is to take as primitive an agent’s (state-based) preference over
a set of prizes and define the agent’s beliefs and utilities from its preference. Thus properties
of an agent’s beliefs, represented as subjective probability distributions, are derived from
properties of the agent’s preferences. See, for example, Chapter 1 of [17] for a discussion of
the literature on the axiomatic foundations of decision theory. Building on Savage’s work and
the fundamental contribution by Anscombe and Aumann [1], a number of different belief
operators have been proposed in the literature. Ansheim and Sovik provide an excellent
survey of these contributions [3].
Other models of beliefs that have been studied in the epistemic logic and economics
literature assume that beliefs are defined from an “epistemic possibility” relation. Starting
with [13], the idea is to say that an agent believes some proposition E provided E is true in
all situations the agent currently considers “possible”. A notable exception to this approach
can be found in a recent paper of Parikh [18] where a notion of a plan is taken as primitive
and knowledge is defined relative to the execution of a plan. Another exception can be found
in the recent work of Artemov [2] and Fitting [8] where a notion of evidence is added to the
traditional possible worlds approach. Certainly, this list is not exhaustive; and the reader
is referred to [7] for a discussion of alternative models of beliefs and knowledge. Typically
these models are presented in the context of the so-called “logical omniscience problem.”1
See [15] for an approach to the logical omniscience problem in the context of decision-theory.
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Assuming an agent believes a proposition E provided E is true in all situations the agent considers
possible, it is easy to deduce the fact that the agent must also believe all logical consequences of its beliefs
and all valid facts (such as, for example, all true statements of arithmetic). The reader is referred to [7] and
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In this paper, we study an approach first put forward by Stephen Morris in [16] where
an agent’s (non-probabilistic) beliefs are defined from its preferences. The main idea is to
apply the logic of the Savage approach and deduce logical properties of an agent’s beliefs
(such as positive introspection) from properties of the agent’s preferences. What interests
us for this paper is the relationship between preference change and belief change. Already
in [16], Morris showed how a specific kind of belief change can be related to a consistency
requirement on preferences in sequential decision making. Indeed a number of authors have
focused on the relationship between so-called “coherent” choice and (probabilistic) belief
revision operators. See [3] and [19] for a discussion. In this paper we use an approach
similar to Morris’ in order to characterize various operations on beliefs in terms of preference
changes.
One contribution of this paper is to analyze the beliefs operators defined from preferences
from a modal logic point of view. Some steps in this direction are already present in [16]
and [3], but much more can be said. In particular, recent work on dynamic epistemic logic
[26] and dynamic doxastic logic [22] may prove relevant in this context. For example, there
are many parallels between Bayesian updating on one hand and epistemic updates on the
other hand (cf. [24]).
The paper in organized as follows. In section 2 we present Morris’ result connecting static
properties of preferences and beliefs, for which we give a new proof. In section 2.2 we turn
to preferences dynamics, and generalize Morris’ result to characterize belief changes in terms
of preference changes. Finally, the last sketch concludes and discusses future work.
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Defining Beliefs from Preferences

In this section, we describe the basic framework inspired by the work of Morris [16]. We first
present a static model, then show how to extend it to a dynamic setting.

2.1

Static Decision Making

Decision theory is often referred to as the study of rational decision making under risk or
uncertainty. Typically, “uncertainty” is thought of as subjective, that is, referring to the
partiality of the decision-maker’s information. Whereas “risk” is objective, that is, about to
the outcome of certain random events such as a lottery. In this paper we are interested in
what the agent believes or considers possible. Thus focus on uncertainty leaving aside risk.
Let Ω be a set of states. Typically we assume Ω is finite, although this is not important
for our analysis. Any subset of Ω is called an event. Given an event E ⊆ Ω, we say E is
true at state w ∈ Ω provided w ∈ E. An agent’s beliefs is represented by a set-valued belief
function.
Definition 1 Let Ω be a set of states. A belief operator is a function B : 2Ω → 2Ω . A belief
operator is said to be normal iff for each E, F ⊆ Ω
the two papers mentioned in the paragraph for a discussion.
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• B(E ∩ F ) = B(E) ∩ B(F ), and
• B(Ω) = Ω.
For any event, E ⊆ Ω, w ∈ B(E) is intended to mean the “agent believes E at state w.” Note
that we have opted to represent beliefs purely semantically. Thus we are making essentially
use of the fact that the object of beliefs are propositions which can be identified with a set
of states. This approach to representing beliefs was first proposed by Aumann [4] in the
economics literature and is closely related to the use of Kripke structures for representing
beliefs. See [9] for the exact connection between the two approaches.
In this paper, we are interested in how an agent’s “doxastic state” changes over time. By
a doxastic state, we simply mean the list of events that the agent currently believes. More
Ω
formally, define a function b : Ω → 22 which for each state w ∈ Ω returns set of events the
Ω
agent currently believes. Any function from Ω to 22 is called a neighborhood function
(see [5] for a discussion of the use of neighborhood functions in modal logic).
Definition 2 Given a belief operator B, the neighborhood function based on B b : Ω → 22
is defined as follows: for each w ∈ Ω, b(w) = {E | w ∈ B(E)}.

Ω

Ω

Conversely, given a neighborhood function b : Ω → 22 we can define an agent’s belief
function B : 2Ω → 2Ω as follows: B(E) = {w | E ∈ b(w)}. The following property of
neighborhood functions will be relevant for our study.
Definition 3 A neighborhood function b is said to be a filter provided for each w ∈ Ω, b(w)
is a filter. That is for each w ∈ Ω, b(w) is
• closed under supersets, i.e., if X ∈ b(w) and X ⊆ Y then Y ∈ b(w),
• closed under (finite) intersections, i.e., if X, Y ∈ b(w) then X ∩ Y ∈ b(w), and
• contains the unit, i.e., Ω ∈ b(w).
It is a well-now result, see for example [5], that a belief function is normal iff the corresponding
neighborhood function is a filter. This fact will be used below.
Let X be a (finite or infinite) set of outcomes or prizes. A prize function is any function
x : Ω → X. We think of a prize function x as an Ω-length vector of elements of X. Thus
we write xw instead of x(w) to refer to the wth component of x, with the intended meaning
that the agent receives prize x in state w. Let X Ω denote the set of all prize functions. At
each state, the agent is assumed to have a preference over X Ω .
Definition 4 A state-based preference is a function : Ω → X Ω × X Ω . We write w for
 (w) to refer to the decision-maker’s preference ordering over X Ω relative to w. For each
w ∈ Ω, a state-based preference relation w is said to be rational iff it is
• reflexive i.e. for all x ∈ X Ω , x w x.
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• complete, that is, for all x, y ∈ X Ω , either x w y or y w x and
• transitive i.e. for all x, y, z ∈ X Ω , if x w y and y w z then x w z.
The agent is said to have rational preference relations if all his state-based preference relations
are rational.
Intuitively, a prize vector is a complete description of which prizes are awarded in which
state. The state-based preference relations order these whole prizes vector, and not only
their state-components. So, for a prize functions x, y ∈ X Ω , x w y is intended to mean
that the agent prefers the prize distribution of vector x over the one of vector y at state
w. Indifference (denoted x ∼w y) and strict preference (denoted x w y) are respectively
defined as x w y & y w x and x w y & ¬y w x.
For two prize functions (vectors) x and y and an event E ⊆ Ω, we define the prize function
(xE , y−E ) as follows
(
xw w ∈ E
(xE , y−E )(w) =
yw w 6∈ E
In what follows, we generalize the above notation to an arbitrary collection of sets that
partition Ω. That is, suppose that {E1 , . . . , En } is a pairwise disjoint collection of sets
and E1 ∪ E2 ∪ · · · ∪ En = Ω. Then the prize function (x1E1 , . . . , xnEn ) is x1 (w) for w ∈ E1 ,
x2 (w) for w ∈ E2 ,. . . and xn (w) for w ∈ En . The basic idea behind Savage’s approach of
defining beliefs from preferences is to say that an agent believes that the event E occurred
if eventualities outside of E have no influence on his preferences — he does not care what
prize he would receive if E was not the case. The following definition, taken from [16], is
intended to capture this idea.
Definition 5 A belief operator B is said to reflect the agents preferences iff
B(E) = {w | for each prize function x, y and z, (xE , y−E ) ∼w (xE , z−E )}
Intuitively, if the agent has the preference (xE , y−E ) ∼w (xE , z−E ) then either the agent is
indifferent between prizes y and z or the agent is sure that the actual state is in E and so the
prizes offered outside of E do not matter. Now for a fixed E, if the agent has this preference
for all prize functions x, y and z, then it is natural to say that the agent believes E.
Note that being a normal belief operator and a rational preference ordering are both
static features — they do not place any constraints on how beliefs or preferences can change
over time. The first result of [16] connects these two properties. Our proof is similar to
Morris’ proof, but adapted to our setting.
Theorem 1 If the preferences of an agent are rational then any belief operator that reflects
these preferences is normal.
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Proof Let  be a rational preference and suppose that the belief function B reflects .
We show that the neighborhood function generated from B must be a filter. Suppose that
E ∈ b(w) and E ⊆ F . We must show F ∈ b(w). We first note that given any two prize
function x and y, since E ⊆ F , (xF , y−F ) = (xE , xF −E , y−F ). Suppose that F 6∈ b(w).
Then since B reflects , there are prizes a, b and c such that (aF , b−F ) 6∼w (aF , c−F ). Since
 is complete, either (aF , b−F ) w (aF , c−F ) or (aF , c−F ) w (aF , b−F ). Without loss of
generality, say that (aF , b−F ) w (aF , c−F ). As noted above, this is equivalent to saying that
(aE , aF −E , b−F ) w (aE , aF −E , c−F ). Choose an arbitrary prize function x and define b0 to be
the prize (xE , aF −E , b−F ) and c0 to be the prize (xE , aF −E , c−F ). Then (aE , b0−E ) w (aE , c0−E ).
But this contradicts the fact that E ∈ b(w). So, b(w) is closed under supersets.
Suppose that E ∈ b(w) and F ∈ b(w). We must show E ∩ F ∈ b(w). Let x, y
and z be arbitrary prize functions. First note that (xE∩F , y−(E∩F ) ) can be written as
(xE∩F , yE−F , y−E ). Then, since E ∈ b(w), (xE∩F , yE−F , y−E ) ∼w (xE∩F , yE−F , z−E ). Similarly, (xE∩F , yE−F , z−E ) can be written as (xE∩F , zF −E , yE−F , z−(E∪F ) ). Since F ∈ b(w),
(xE∩F , zF −E , yE−F , z−(E∪F ) ) ∼w (xE∩F , zF −E , zE−F , z−(E∪F ) ). Since w is transitive and
hence ∼w is transitive,
(xE∩F , y−(E∩F ) ) = (xE∩F , yE−F , y−E ) ∼w (xE∩F , yE−F , z−E )
= (xE∩F , zF −E , yE−F , z−(E∪F ) ) ∼w (xE∩F , zF −E , zE−F , z−(E∪F ) ) = (xE∩F , z−(E∩F ) )
Hence, by transitivity of ∼w , (xE∩F , y−(E∩F ) ) ∼w (xE∩F , z−(E∩F ) ) and so E ∩ F ∈ b(w).
Finally, we note that by completeness, for each prize function x, x ∼w x. Hence for all
x, y and z, (xΩ , y−Ω ) ∼w (xΩ , z−Ω ). Therefore, for all w, Ω ∈ b(w).

Morris extends this analysis to other properties of belief operators such as the knowledge
property (for all E, B(E) ⊆ E) and positive introspection (for all events E, B(E) ⊆
B(B(E))). We will discuss these and related results in the full version of the paper. Instead
we turn our attention to preference dynamics.

2.2

Sequential choices and preference dynamics

In dynamic choice contexts, an agent makes a number of different decisions. It might well
be that the agent’s preferences change, in the face of new information, for example. An
agent might prefer red over white wine as long as he is uncertain about the dinner menu,
but change his preference when he learn that fish will be served. One important issue in
dynamic choice theory, e.g. in [23] and [11], is to identify the properties of preference change
that lead to coherent behavior.
The preference-based perspective on beliefs sketched above adds a new twist to these
issues. As preferences change during a sequential decision making situation, so will the
corresponding beliefs of the agent. This raises some interesting questions. First, suppose
an agent has preferences that lead to coherent behavior, what sort of belief change reflects
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these preferences? Second, and perhaps more interesting, given a particular theory of belief
change, such as the AGM paradigm, what kind of properties does this theory impose on how
preferences may change?
The are a number of approaches one can take in order to add dynamics to the above
models. Perhaps the most obvious is to add time stamps and study how the agent’s preferences (and hence beliefs) change over time in the presence of new information. A second
approach is to fix the model and study how the agent’s preferences are related between
states. This approach will be sketched below, although in the full version of the paper both
will be discussed.
A decision problem for an agent is a finite set of prizes D ⊆ X Ω . The choice set of the
agent in state w is the set Cw [D] = {x ∈ D | ∀y ∈ D x w y}. Intuitively, if the agent
is faced with a decision problem D, then Cw [D] is the set of prize functions that the agent
would choose in state w. What we are interested in is the choice set of a fixed decision
problem D as the agent’s preferences change. In this setting, a change in preference is
simply represented by a movement from a state w ∈ Ω to another state w0 ∈ Ω. A dynamic
decision problem is a finite set D of prizes and a relation R ⊆ Ω × Ω. Since the agent’s
preferences may be different in different state w and w0 , the corresponding choice sets Cw [D]
and Cw0 [D] may be different.
Definition 6 A preference change wRw0 is ↑-coherent if w ⊆ w0 , and ↓-coherent if
w0 ⊆ w .
Theorem 2 For all w ∈ Ω:
1. If R is ↑-coherent then for each w, w0 ∈ Ω with wRw0 we have b(w) ⊆ b(w0 ).
2. If R is ↓-coherent then for each w, w0 ∈ Ω with wRw0 we have b(w0 ) ⊆ b(w).
Proof The proof of both items follows the same lines. We will only prove the first. Assume
R is ↑-coherent and take w, w0 ∈ Ω with wRw0 and suppose E ∈ b(w). That means that for
all x, y and z, (xE , y−E ) ∼w (xE , z−E ). But since R is ↑-coherent, we know that w ⊆ S(w) ,
which means that for all x, y and z, (xE , y−E ) ∼w0 (xE , z−E ), as required.

This means that ↑-coherency restricts belief change to expansion, while ↓-coherency restricts
change to contraction. The full version of the paper will extend this analysis to belief revision.
That is we are interested in which properties of R correspond to a revision of beliefs.

3

Conclusion and Future Work

This paper is concerned with characterizing static and dynamic properties of beliefs in terms
of preferences. This approach of doxastic modeling has its root in decision theory, but
our main source was the (non-probabilistic) work of [16]. Although he didn’t mentioned it
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explicitly, Morris has shown that there is a tight connection between some kind of coherency
of belief change and what is called “belief extension” in AGM. Here we have pushed this
work one step further by showing which kind of preference changes characterize revision and
contraction of beliefs. Still, many questions remain open for future work. Let us mention
two.
Can we provide such a characterization under partial preference orderings? It seems very
natural to us to assume that some options are incomparable for an agent. For example,
someone might be unable to choose between political career and family life. But the reader
might have noticed that completeness of the preference ordering was a crucial characteristic
in all the characterization arguments given above. Works on representation of incomplete
preference ordering exist in decision theory (e.g. [14]), but the connection with belief changes
still have to be done, as far as we know.
What is the logic of preference-based belief changes? Our work is at the level of models.
But most of the work in belief revision theory deals with beliefs states viewed as syntactic
theories, see for example [22]. Also, work in preference (for example, see [12], [10], and [25])
and epistemic logic have a strong syntactic side. One should be able to use tools from these
communities to axiomatize the logic of preference-based belief change.
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